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Introduction to mass cytometry: CyTOF 
     Analysis of specific cell markers is paramount to our understanding of the 
pathogenesis of a broad range of human diseases. Immunologists rely on 
fluorescence cytometry for cellular analysis, and while detection of 8 
markers is now well established, the overlap of fluorescent signals limits 
efficiency. Mass cytometry or CyTOF (Cytometry by Time-Of-Flight) is a new 
technology for multiparameter single cell analysis that uses heavy metal 
ions as antibody labels and thus overcomes many of the limitations of 
fluorescence-based flow cytometry. CyTOF can routinely detect as many as 
40 markers per sample. In our facility at Yale, we have shown reproducible 
detection of immune cell subsets starting with as few as 10,000 cells. This 
technology provides tremendous detail for cellular analysis of multiple cell 
populations simultaneously and is a powerful technique for translational 
investigations. Our faciltiy recently acquired a prototype Imager to employ 
CyTOF for tissue sections, which is especially relevant for investigation of 
limited patient biopsies in translational and clinical research. 

Figure 3. Multidimensional Data Presentation. PBMCs labeled with markers of immune cell 
lineages and detected by CyTOF. Representative data from 1 x 106 PBMCs shown by SPADE 
tree outline of cell lineages. The node size represents the number of cells from 106 PBMCs and 
shading intensity represents CD3 expression level. Yao et al 2014, J Immunol Methods 415, 1-5.  
 

Principles of cyTOF marker detection 

Ø  Located in TAC s416, see Ala Nassar or Shelly Ren 
Ø Antibody repository in house (mouse & human) 
Ø Cytobank server for data analysis 
Ø New bar-coding allows us to combine up to 20 individual samples to 

be assessed at once, reducing both variation and costs 
Ø Monthly user meetings, contact jessica.santore@yale.edu  
Ø CyTOF provides multidimensional phenotyping and functional 

assessments for investigation of clinically relevant samples. 
Ø CyTOF-based detection of tissue sections will allow unprecedented 

characterization of relevant tissue sites for translational studies. 
Ø  Tissue labeling in tissue is expected to be available later in 2016. 

Yale CyTOF facility updates 

Giesen et al. 2014. Highly multiplexed imaging 
of tumor tissues with subcellular resolution by 
mass cytometry. Nat Methods 11: 417-422. 
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CyTOF in suspension  

Figure 2. Detection of cell lineages in different starting numbers of PBMCs. PBMCs were 
labeled with markers of immune cell lineages and detected by CyTOF. Data shown are the 
means ± sem for absolute cell numbers and percentages of each cell lineage in PBMCs detected 
from indicated starting numbers of PBMCs; n = 4 independent donors. Detection was equivalent 
from 1 x 106-1 x 104 cells for T and B lymphocytes. Detection for NK cells and mDCs remained 
statistically equivalent from as few as 1 x 103 starting cells. 

Figure 1. Overview of Mass cytometry. Cells are labeled with antibodies conjugated to 
heavy metal isotopes. Cells are sprayed into a plasma torch and ionized. The atomic mass 
units are quantified for the ion cloud that corresponds to each cell. Many parameters (>40) 
can be acquired with no/minimal overlap between channels.  

CyTOF in tissue (Imaging mass cytometer IMC)  

Principles of IMC. The principles of the IMC are based on laser ablation inside a chamber and transport of the individual plume of 
ions by a mixed argon and helium stream to the CyTOF mass cytometer. Signal is reconstructed for downstream image analysis. 
IMC has resolution of 1 µm, is compatible with paraffin fixed or frozen tissue, e.g., 5 µm sections from 1.5 mm tissue core. 
Scanning speed for 40 labels of 1 µm section would be 4 hours (400 mm x 1000 µm), for larger sections (800 x 2000 µm) the 
ablation is an overnight procedure. 
 
Advantages of IMC. The ability to detect >40 labels at once, a true tissue multiplex, will allow integrated normalization to adjust for 
pre-analytic variables, one of the critical weaknesses of current immunohistochemistry. With quantitative normalization and the 
standardized nature of this platform, CyTOF-IMC is positioned to be the most informative method to assess the immune micro-
environment of tumors. This is a critical advance for diagnostic testing for the new and developing immune-oncology therapies.   


